VOLUNTEER MISSION SHEET

REFRESHMENT AREA

Sector(s) :
Bar

Attaching :
Refreshment area Manager

Description of the activity :
- Prepare the sandwiches
- Provide bar service (cold drinks, hot drinks, sandwiches)
- Welcome the public and participants
- Attend meetings organized by his pole leader
- Ensuring the restocking of the stock when needed (shopping)
- Punctually able to inform the public and / or participants
- Opening hours of the bar: 7h am - 3h am

Formation
Training in the use of the cash register will take place on 08/05

Criteria related to the position :
- Good presentation
- Irreproachable hygiene
- Like to work in rush / to be reactive
- Be organized
- Have a good relationship
- Opportunity to work very early or very late (a schedule of presence will be set up)

Number of vacancies :
10 people